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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

CONCLUSION

Introduction: Traditional simulation training has focused on
preventing errors made by  individuals and teams.  Many errors in
medicine, however, can be traced instead to hospital systems.
Patient simulators can be used to recreate crises in a variety of
clinical and non-clinical real life settings. We assessed medical
response to patient crisis within an integrated health system. We
also describe our novel use of automated data collection to
identify system deficiencies.

Methods:  We ran “mock” codes (MC)  using patient simulators
in clinical and non-clinical settings. Preprogramming the scenario
allowed the data collection to be automated. The automated
scenario was cardiac arrest. Which automatically recorded all of
the elements in Logs A and B. 

Results: We performed multiple codes over a 6 month period in a
variety of settings from hospital cafeterias to patient rooms, to
lobbies. We have identified many problems such as : The need for
AEDs in many of the non-patient care areas, crash carts that
would arrive to codes without oxygen tanks, operator delays in
announcing codes and more.  Below are portions of two separate
event logs  A &B that are automatically generated after a
simulation scenario. Log A notes a significant delay in operator
announcing code, which results in delay in 1st responder arriving.
Log B reflects the same areas of concern. Log B is after the
system has made changes due to the results of mock codes held
after log A was reported back to the health system.

Log A :

00:17 Code called to operator > 03:22 Operator announces code>
4:03 1st responder arrives

Log B:

00:13 Code called to operator > 01:09 Operator announces code>
01:46 1st responder arrives

 

Conclusions: The use of patient simulators to probe and improve
health system performance is novel. System errors can be
identified , corrected and prevented by using patient simulators
and mock codes were the data can be collected and analyzed. This
technique may allow patient safety officers to generate data
demonstrating errors with underlying system process issues prior
to “real” events that may cause patient harm.

Traditional simulation training has focused on preventing errors
made by individuals and teams. Many errors in medicine,
however, can be traced to instead to hospital systems. Patient
simulators can be used to recreate crises in a variety of clinical
and non-clinical real life settings. We assessed medical response
to patient crisis within an integrated health system. We also
describe our novel use of automated data collection to identify
system deficiencies.

Setting:  The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. A 22
hospital health system. . The mocks were run in a variety of areas
including patient care and non patient care areas (lobbies,
cafeterias, etc.)  Each mock was treated as a real event in each
hospital . The code teams, operators, and floor staff were not
aware  in advance that these events were going to take place. The
simulator would be placed in the area chosen by the simulation
team . Once the code started, a member of the simulation  team
would notify a staff member that they had found a person
unresponsive. Then each code was treated as a real event.

Simulator:  The Laerdal SimMan is a computer based human
simulator with human physiology emulation capabilities.

Target Group:  The focus of these exercises were to identify
weaknesses in the health system and to specifically test each
hospital for them. The response teams included all persons that
would normally respond to an actual code event.

METHODS

METHODS

Crisis Response:  In most simulation based training exercises, the
focus would be on the team response. In theses exercises, our
primary focus was to identify system problems, equipment
issues, and team response times.

Simulations: The simulation scenario that was selected , was
ventricular tachycardia , with a pulse, that led to ventricular
fibrillation within 60 seconds of the first responder arriving. The
scenario was preprogrammed. The preprogramming of the
scenario by WISER allowed the simulation team to have the
same scenario run for each code called, the data to be collected ,
and a report to be generated based on the  output of the data
collected  from the  Laerdal  S imMan patient simulator.

RESULTS

Time
(hh:mm:ss
)

Type Status

00:00:00 Started Scenario Code Team\VT_VF#1

00:00:17 Comment: This is the start of the scenario

00:00:17 ABC Action Code Called

00:03:22 Comment Operator called overhead Condition C

00:04:03 Correct Step:
1st Responder Arrives

Time that first person from the code team
arrives

00:04:03 ABC Action 1st Responder Arrives

00:05:35

00:06:00 Correct Step:
1. IV Checked

Always check the function of the IV.

00:06:00 ABC Action 1. IV Checked

00:06:04 ABC Action 1 person BVM

00:06:12 ABC Action Oral Airway inserted

00:06:53 SpO2 Probe Attached

00:07:04 Correct Step:
Crash Cart Arrives

Time to arrival of cart.

Time
(hh:mm:ss
)

Type Status

00:00:00 Started Scenario Code Team\VT_VF#1

00:00:03 Comment: This is the start of the scenario

00:00:03 ABC Action 1. Code Called To Operator

00:01:09 ABC Action 2. Operator Announces Overhead Code

00:01:43 Ventilation

00:01:46
Correct Step:
1st Responder Arrives

Time that first person from the code team
arrives

00:01:46 ABC Action 1st Responder Arrives

00:01:55 Ventilation

00:02:55 Ventilation

00:03:05 Ventilation

00:04:20 ABC Action 1 person BVM

00:04:44 Comment O2 attached

00:05:27 Ventilation

00:05:34 Correct Step:
1. IV Checked

Always check the function of the IV.

00:05:34 ABC Action 1. IV Checked

00:05:36 Ventilation Started

00:05:37 Correct Step:
Crash Cart Arrives

Time to arrival of cart.

00:05:37 ABC Action Crash Cart Arrives

RESULTS

Below (LOG A)  are the results from a mock code run prior to any
recommendations, or system  improvements. There are certain
deficiencies that we were able to uncover. Note that the code was
called to the operator at 00:17 sec. There is a significant delay
from the time the operator receives the call until the overhead
voice notification to the code team, which delays the response of
the first responder and the arrival of the crash cart..

Conclusions: The use of patient simulators to probe and improve
health system performance is novel. System errors can be
identified , corrected and prevented by using patient simulators
and mock codes were the data can be collected and analyzed.
This technique may allow patient safety officers to generate data
demonstrating errors with underlying system process issues prior
to “real” events that may cause patient harm

LOG A

LOG B

LOG B demonstrates the results of system improvements based
on recommendations made by the simulation team. The delay in
voice notification, noted in LOG A, was discovered to be a
deficiency in the hospitals’ operator notification procedure.
Operators would receive the call to activate the code team, then
enter the information in to the paging system , then voice page the
code team.

 The new procedural change, based on the results of our  mock
codes, are to now have the operator voice page the code team and
then activate the code team pagers. LOG B (below) is the data
collected from a mock code  done after these changes were
implemented. Note the time to operator announcing the code,
time to first responder arriving, and time to crash cart arriving.

Main entrance lobby of hospital.


